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SUMMARY 

TRENDS  IK POTASH SUPPLY- -V 

by 

A.   von Peter 

International Potash Institute 
Berne Switzerland 

Thia paper deals with past and future trends in potash production and aal es and 

gives information on the origin and structure of supply.     The main points are summarized 
as follows: 

1. 

3. 

4. 

Potasfc «ales — expressed in million MT Kg0 — increased from 4.7  in I95O over 9.2 

in I960 to 17.2 in I97O,  i.e. almost four times in 20 years. 

In the sane psriod production increased from 4.8 over 9.1 to 17.6 in 1970.   Natural! 

there war« annual fluctuations, however,  in general production exceeded oonsumptioa 

by 100 - 200,000 tons Kg0 in the first decale and by about 400,000 tons in the 

later part of the sixties.    At the end of 1970 potash stocks were estimated world- 
wide to be 2.2 million MT KgO. 

Thame stocks and the i nor eased difference between production and sales refleet the 

higher stock requirement of the increased world market. 

main souroes sf potash supply are Europe and North Aaerioa, where deposits ars 

estimated to be around 68 billion MT KgO.    The largar part of these reserves are 

y     The visuel and opinion« expressed inlKia paper are those of the author 
and do not neoessarily reflaot the views of the secretariat of ONU». 
Tais document asa esse reproduced without formal editing. 
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in Canada and Russia,   however,   even those  in Western Europe would allow to continue 

present  production for several hundred years. 

5. Based on potash sales of 1970 the producer countries rank as follows   (million WT 

K20):     USSR (4,2),  Canada   (3.2),  USA (2.5),   GDR (2.4), PRG  (2.3),  Prance  (1.8), 

Israel   (0.5),   Spain   (0.5),   Italy  (O.l),   Congo  Brazz.   (O.l). 

Potash production outside  of Europe and North America — i.e. Israel and Congo — 

amounted to 0.6 million MT K„0 or about  4 per cent  of the world total. 

6. Agricultural potash consumption \%')/lQ   (excluding potash for industrial use)   is 

given by PAO with 15.S million MT K20.     Out of this 9.6 million MT ^0  (or 61 per 

cent)  were used in the 10 countries where potash is produced.     Europe and North 

America absorbed 13.2 million MT KO or 83 per cent  of the world consumption.     In 

spite of their major share  in population and agricultural axea developing countries 

used in 1970 only 1.6 million MT K?0,  which is 10 per cent  of the world consumption 

(I95O:   1.5 per cent,   I960:   3.7 per cent). 

7. Potash prices could be maintained nearly stable over the two decades under review. 

They decreased recently,   due to premature announcements of excess capacities rather 

than due to an inbalance between supply and demand.     High oapital  investment and 

increasing operating costs  in potash mining indicate — inepite of continuous 

rationalisation — that maintenance of this depressed price level cannot be 

expected for longer periods. 

8. Ix  is estimated (also by TVA and others)  that  potash consumption will be in 1975 

about  20 million MT K„0.     Potash producing countries will absorb 64 per cent of it 

and the continents Europe and North America 83 per cent.    Until  I98O the respective 

shares are estimated to decrease to 61 and 8l per oent from a total consumption of 

24.I million MT K?0.     Correspondingly shares of developing countries will increase 

in this decade from at present 10 per cent to 12 per cent  in 1975 and 15 per oent 

in I9C0.     (in million MT KpO from 1.6,   over 2.5 to 3.7). 

9. Conpared to 10-year consumption forecasts,  those for production are at least as 

diffioult and burdened with uncertainties.      Not only will a multitude of individual 

management decisions  influence annual production figures in existing plants but also 

in those under consideration.    Some of the more than 15 recently discovered deposits 

•ay overoome their difficulties (as regards depth and Ko0 content of deposits, 

Miter bearing strata,  long distance land transport,  brine disposal, etc.) and 

oome into production. 



-}- 

10.    Under these reservations and assuming that the above mentioned 10 countries and 

U.K. will be potash producing countries  in 1975 and I98O  it  is estimated aht 

potash demand will be covered by a production of 21.5 million MT K0Ü in  1975 and 

25.0 million MT K20  in I98O. 
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It's slightly more than a century that potash haß been found to 

be required for plant growth and «nines were constructed to 

supply potash for use in agriculture. 

The continuous increase of agricultural production led ttr a 

strong increase of potash requirements so that 4.7 Mio tons 

K?Ü were sold world wide» in 1950, In the following table the de- 

velopment of sales is given annually based on calendar years. 

fable 1: Potash sales 1950 - 1970 (in Mio tons <20)* 

¿a 4.7 

51 5.0 

52 5.4 

53 6.0 

54 6.3 

55 6.B 

56 7.2 

57 7.4 

58 7.9 

59 8.? 

60 9.3 

61 9.6 

62 9.9 

63 10.5 

64 11.5 

65 13.0 

66 13.8 

67 14.7 

68 15.6 

69 16.7 

70 17.2 

5ales increased within 2 decades by 12.5 Mio tons K-0 and were 1970 

with 17.2 Mio tons K20 360 % of those in 1950. It is interesting 

to note, more as a historical sidelight, that in the past (dis- 

regarding the period 1940-1950) potash sales within 2 decades 

increased to a very similar extent in percentage. 

1900 - 1920   0.3 - 0.9 Mio tons <20  =  300 %  ( +     0.6 Mio) 

1920 - 1940 0.9 -  3.0 Mio tons K20 330 %   (+  2.1 Mio) 

1950 - 1970   4.7 - 17.2 Mio tons K?0  =  360 %   (+ 12.5 Mio) 

The following table gives the development of annual production 

figures based - as table 1 - on data from the Potash Industry. 

Sales figurée nre based an rir.tunl deLverios. 



Table 2: Potash production 1950 - 1970 (in Mio tons K2Q) 

1950   4^8     19£0    UL     i2Ifi   llvà 

51 5.2 

52 5.6 

53 6.0 

54 6.7 

55 7.3 

56 7.7 

57 8.0 

58 8.1 

59 6.5 

61 9.5 

62 9.6 

63 10.6 

64 11. B 

65 13.6 

66 14.4 

67 15.1 

68 15.5 

69 16.7 

In comparing these 2 tables we note that production followed 

closely sales as the demand developed. There were wide variations 

in annual-growth rates» ranging from 3 to 12 %  in sales and 

from 1 to 15 % in annual production increases. The average in- 

crease, however, was around 6 %  per annum and it is interesting 

to note that the average growth rete increased from 5 %  in the 

first» to 7 % in the second decade. 

Production exceeded salee between 1950 end 1960 by ce. 100 - 

200*000 tone and by about 400*000 tons in the later part of the 

sixtieth. As the totel volume of the world potaeh market in- 

creased the quantities produced had to exceed more those sold in 

order to assure sufficient stocks for e smooth supply of season«! 

and regional demande for the coming yeer on e higher level* 

By the end of 1970 totel poteeh etocke were estimated to be 

2.2 Mio tone. This figure muet be regarded as an approximation 

since Cast European stocks could only be estimated, while those 

for Western Europe end North-America ere given with 1.5 Mio tone 

K,0. 

The e.M. quantities would correspond to 13 %  of the demand for 

1971» which is expected to reech ee 17.5 Mio tons K-0 (in- 

cluding 650'000 tone «2Q for industriel uee) end would therefore 

assure 1 1/2 months supply. 

- -  1,1..1,1 »»alili. MWM, ..ir^-WMPMMBW-g^^ 
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The origin of supply has undergone during the last decades con- 

siderable changes. Up to World War I potash was only rained in 

Germany. Later sizeable deposits have been found and exploited 

in other countries  of Western Lurope and also in U5SRf USA 

and recently in Canada. So the number of supplier countries in- 

creased to 8 by 1940 and to 10 at present. 

In the following table these 10 potash producing countries are 

listed according to the size of production in 1970 and with the 

respective quantities produced. 

Table 3: Potash producing countries according to production 1970 

(in Mio tons K_0) 

USSR  4.2    German Dem Rep.     2.4    Israel 0.5 

Canada 3.2    Fed. Rep. of Germany 2.3    Spain 0.5 

USA   2.5    France             1.8    Italy 0.1 

Congo- Braz. 0.1 

Out of the total potash production of 17.6 Mio tons K-0 in 1970, 

11.3 Mio or 64 %  have been produced in Europe, 5.7 Mio or 32 % 

in North America and 0.64 Mio or 4 %  outside of these continents. 

This situation is easily explained by the fact that world demand 

patterns are dominated by regions with high fertilizer usage and 

potash deposits. 

To illustrate this interdépendance we refer to figures on potash 

consumption in 69/70, as given by FA0 with 15.8 Mio tons K,0. In 

the following table the potash producing countries are listed in 

the order of potash quantities used in 1969/70. 

Table 4: Potash consumption 69/70 in potash producine! countries 

(in Mio tons K-Q) 

Fed. Rep. of Germany 1.1 

German Dem. Rep. 0.6 

Spain 0.2 

USA 3.6 

USSR 2.3 

frene« 1.3 

Italy 0.2 

Canada 0,2 

Israel 0.01 

Congo 0.003 

MHAMH 



9.6 Mio tons <20 have been used in 1969/70 by the home markets 

of the potash producers, which amounts to 61 %  of the world 

consumption. Out of this 5.8 Mio tons <2Q  were used in potash 

producing countries in Europe and 3,8 in USA and Canada« 

Comparison of table 3 and 4 indicates the greet impact of tha 

home merket size on export availability of product. While tha 

3 countries using tha greatest potash quantities mentioned in 

the first column of table 4 (USA, USSR, France) export only 

around 30 %  of their production those with small local markets 

listad in the third column (as Canada, Israel, Congo) export 

between 80 and 96 * of their potash production. 

If not merely the producing countries but the surrounding markets 

on the continents where potash is produced ere taken into con- 

sideration the share is considerably increassd. 

Potaeh consumption amounted 69/70 in Europe to 9.4 Mid tons 

K20 * 60 %  and in North Amarice to 3.8 Mio tone • 24 %  of the 

world consumption. Therefore 13.2 Mio tons K20 or 84 %  of the 

world's potash demand is located in these 2 continents, where • 

high level of agricultural production with larga and still in* 

creasing potash requirements offer a sound basis for large 
scale production. 

The remaining 2.6 Mio tons <20 or 16 % of total consumption has 

been used in the rest of the world with the following breek downs 

*•*• 1»530«000 tone K20 

Central + Latin America 615»200 tone K-0 
Afric« 240*000 tone K2Û 

°«ania 194'000 tone K20 

Deducting fro» these 2.6 Mio tone Japan (663'000) end Oceanie 

(194*000) leads to a potash consumption of 1'722'000 in de- 

veloping countries. Inspite of their major share in population 

and agricultural area these countries represent et present 11 % 
cf the world potaeh market. 
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The quantities supplied to developing countries and their 

share of total potash consumption has increased, however, 

considerably in the past and is expected to do so also in the, 
future. 

The following table gives the actual development rasp, esti- 

mates of future trends, from 1950 to 1980. 

Table 5: Potash consumption world wide and «hare of developing 
countries lQ«ïn _ lann w».o*WpxH^ 

1950 

1960 
1970 
1975 
1980 

(in Mio tons K20) 

World consum ption Deve lop ing count ries s 
( 
hare 
* of totel) 

4.5 0.1 2 
B.5 0.5 6 

15.8 1.7 11 
20.3 2.4 12 
24.1 3.5 15 

The  a.m.   figures are  based  on  FAÛ  statistics  until 1970 and  on 
industry estimates  for 1975  and I960. 

Figure, indicete a very rapid incre.se of poteeh consumption  in 
dev.lopinf countrie.  from 0.1  in 1950 to 1.7 Mio  tons K0 in 
1970 with a growing share of the potash world merket. 

This increased .here of developing countrie. i. due to the 
•trong region.i differences in potesh use linked with different 
region.1 gamut« rates, ... ¿, ^0^n in th, following 8tati.tic.l 
compilation of FAQ figures. 

*¿* 
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Table  6:   Average  Rate  of Growth  in  % according   to    Ragion. 

Europe 5 
USSR 21.4 
North 4. Central 
America B.6 
South America 17.7 
Asia 11.0 
Africa 13.4 
Oceania 7.0 

World TotB\ 6.0 

With the exception  of  USSR  (where,   due  to unlikely annual 
fluctueting  rates  between 1 and  58  %,  figures  might need  re- 
vieion)  developing  areas  showed on   the  lower  basis of con- 
sumption higher growth  rates as  the  regions  with high de- 
veloped agriculture. 

Accordingly it is  assumed  that fegionsl differences will con- 
tinue to persist «lso  in the future.   Annual growth ratea  in 
Europe,  North-America.   Oceania and  Japan ere  estimated with 
4 - 9 % while countries  in Central  and Latin  America,  Africa 
•nd  Asia ars expected  to have annual growth rates in potash 
consumption of 11 - 15 %. 

Thereby the .hare of developing countries will, continu« to ¿*. 
creasa to 12 * in 1975  and 15 % in i980 - following, with • 
certain time l.g,  tha  trend in Nitrogen and Pho.ph.te markets, 
(TVA gives the following  sharss of  developing   countries in 
1969.  1975 end 1980*   for N-i 26.  32  and 35 %.   for P„0e, 
15.   24  and 31 %. ) z 5 
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In  r.i.rd  t. th.  futur,  .itu.tion  in pot.ah  .upply „. h.v.  to 

•v.lu.t. fir.t th. .viability, .inc. pot..h production i. . in 

contr.ry to oth.r f.rtiiiz.r  typa. .  d.p.nd.nt  on dapo.it.. 

E.ti«,.ta. of world pota.h  r.s.rv.s diff.r wid.ly.  Th. .o.t 

con..rv.tiv. ..ti.at.  indict«. 15  .noth.r  68  .nd th. hioh..t 

122  bxllion ton. K20.  Th. con.u-ption  fiour..  69/70 of 15.8 Hio 
ton.  would .ua9..t th.t  ,t  th. pr..ent  l.v.l pot „h production 

could  continu, for .t l...t thous.nd y..r. or t.Kin, th. .o.t 
Uk.l, „diu. ..ti..t.  with 68 fciUion  ton.  K?0 »or.  th.n 
20D0  y.„. .«.n  if poto.h con.u.ption  i.  doubl.d. 

Ther.for.  it en be conclud.d  th.t  pota.h  „.„„„ .„ v.ry 

l.ro.  -nd ..11 ..ffici8nt  to cope -lth  ,„.  in„.„.ng ai>-|-  ^ 
tna futur«. 

Th.r.   ara  however considerable regional  difference, which  .re 
listad  in  the following   table. 

T"bl*   U   S'Mlltrt  fifi   9f  actu«illv wnrkari   «n^^  úmniU 

(in Mio tons  ¿-O) 

USSR 18*400 

Canada 17*500 

Fed.   Rap.  of Geraeny 17*000 

Gar»an  De«.  Rep. 12*700 

Ureal l'^OO       Italy 
Spain 450 
USA 400 

France 360 

22 

Total 68*032 

This tabla give., as et.ted «bove, only deposit» actually worked 

« potaah producing countries and neturally they are beat known, 
in regard to future supply, however, we should elso review those 
which have nawly be found  and are not yet  exploited. 
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Thoee newly discovered  deposits  are  reported from 3  elreedy pro- 
ducing  countries  end   from  16 countrias  where up  to now  no  po- 
tash  production existe. 

The   evaluation of  these  announced deposits  in  regard   to  the 
probability of exploitetion  is  rather   difficult  since   they  are 
in  very different  stages. 

The  lerger part hea  reported deposits  but  they are either  not 
confirmed in reliable  detail or  exploitetion  faces  a  variety of 
obataclar which cen  not  yet  or never  be   overcome.   Some  of  these 
ares 

Dapoaite may be  too  deep,  with too thin  potesh layers»   too  low 
in   or with strongly  changing  <20 contentai   high  impuritiee  may 
complicete separetion   from  accompanying  minerals    or     difficul- 
tiaa  exist in waste   disposal, or water  bearing  strates  between 
potaah layers endenger  production.   Combined with an  unfavourable 
atrategic position  of  deposits  (with  long  distane« land  transport, 
lack  of local demand  and  of access to  other merkets)   ona  or e 
combination of the  a.m.   factors may burden potash prices  to such 
an  extent that the  resulting poor coat:   benefit ratio  is  prohi- 
bitive for eny government  or privete  investor. 

Due  to  these technical   and  financial   implications the  exploitation 
of  deposits is only  impending  in  x  country  namely England,   where 
potaah production ie  definitely expected.   This refers not   to  the 
former Whitby end  Yorkshire  projects but   to  Cleveland  Potash,  which 
will   atert production  by  73/74 to  reach   the  capacity of   600*000   tons 

K20   in 1975. 

In turning to futura production estimates it is repeeted  that 
tha  above «valuation  can only be en assumption since information 
i»    not sufficient to  allow an accurale  prediction.   It  is  how- 
•var almost certain - also because any potentiel new comer could 
just not make it until  1975 - thet potash demand in 1975 will be 
covered by the e.m.   10 producer countries  • fnqland. 

tarn 
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Compared  to an estimated  consumption  of  20.3  Mio  tons  KO pro- 
duction  is expected   to  reach  in  1975   21.5 Mio  tons  K.,0   (with 
14.0  fro»  Europa,   6.7   from North-America and  0.8   from outside 
these  continents). 

For 1980  it  is  assumed   that  estimated  consumption   of 24.1 Mio 
tons   K20 will be met  by  e productisn  of  25.0  Mio  tons K0.   Since 
announcements of over.il  goals  and   projects  in  early plannxnq 
stages  could not be   included  thi.   production  is   supposed to corns 
from  the  ..m.   11 countries  (with  15.7  Mio tona  K.,0   from  Europe, 
8.3  North-Americ.  end  1.0 Mio tona   from outside  the.e continents). 

It goes without seying   that  this  production  estimates may be 
influenced by e great  number of individual management decisione 
in  exieting  piente  and  especially  in   the  longer  range aleo in 
regerd  to projects.   Aa  in the past   the  individual   outlook on 
prospect, of the world merkst or of  regional  market« may differ 
con.ider.bly not only within but  also  outside   the  potash industry. 

To this  the greet  variety of  fertilizer  estimates  produced by 
internetionel agencies  and Governments  as well  es  by the fertili- 
zer industry will continue to contribute.  Veriatione in  estimates 
for a decade ee th.y are  existing  now  ere in  the range of 20 - 

25 * or more then 5  Mio  ton. K?0 -  a quantity corresponding to 
the double of potash consumption 69/7J outside of Europe end 
North-Americei  Needle«, to say thet  a closing  of this gap in 
demsnd estimates by more detailed analyses of trends end more 
coordination by those interested would also facilitóte the long 
term planning and forecast for production of fertilisera. 

Not withstanding the ebove mentioned uncerteintiee  thie evalu- 
etion of Trende in  Potaah Supply ehould  clearly bring out 
that deposit, are empie end plent operations will be able and 
flexible enough to follow potash demand  in all imaginable 
orders  of megnitude.   As e TVA report stetes i 

J i 
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"Many factors will affect the world's ability to feed itself 

but fertilizers will not be a limitation". 

Such limitations will not exist for potash supply. But they will 

continue to exist for potash demand unless more efforte remove 

the limitations in education on potash use, in marketing and 

credit systems and in long term planning of agricultural and 

fertilizer use development. 






